TOP REASONS WHY CUSTOMERS DEPLOY DELL EMC POWERVAULT ME4 SERIES

Dell EMC PowerVault ME4 Series is a next gen simple, fast and affordable storage array, purpose-built and optimized for accelerating SAN/DAS virtual workloads.

1 | It’s Really Simple
Dell EMC PowerVault ME4 Series delivers the kind of simplicity that Small and Medium Businesses require. The ME4 Series is simple to install. You’ll have the ME4 racked and stacked in just a few minutes and in 15 minutes you’ll be configured and running. The ME4 is also simple to use with an intuitive HTML5 management interface - ME Storage Manager. This web-based GUI brings you all the capabilities to easily perform management tasks from convenient locations from provisioning to profiles to network connections, alerts, and more.

2 | Workload Diversity
Dell EMC PowerVault ME4 Series delivers the power, density, availability, and flexibility to run any number of application workloads. It’s not uncommon to see the ME4 Series deployed for video surveillance, High Performance Computing, entry SAN, Microsoft SQL and Exchange, VMware, NoSQL databases, ROBO and much more. The ME4 is also available as an OEM-ready solution.

3 | All-Inclusive Software
Modeled after Dell EMC’s successful midrange storage arrays, Dell EMC Unity and SC All Flash, the Dell EMC PowerVault ME4 Series includes all the software you’ll need to store, manage, and protect your data. ME4 Series all-inclusive software comes with ME Storage Manager (HTML5), FC, SAS, iSCSI multi-protocols, snapshots, data at rest encryption (SEDs), multi-protocol remote replication, 3-Level Tiering, Volume Copy, Distributed RAID, SSD Read Cache, Thin Provisioning, and integrations with VMware vSphere/vCenter and SRM.

4 | Server-Attach Capacity Expansion
Dell EMC PowerVault ME4 Series is optimized and ideal for directly connecting to Dell PowerEdge 13G and 14G Servers with either RBOD or JBOD expansions. The ME4 Series has been tested and validated with PowerEdge Servers running different host operating systems. Directly attaching ME4 to PowerEdge Servers simplifies the challenges of server capacity expansion and business applications get high-speed access to data.

5 | Future-Proof Loyalty
Your ME4 Series investment is fully protected at no additional cost with Dell EMC’s industry-leading Loyalty Program.
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